Page 1, Talking Mouth Pop-up Card (Illustrated directions for page 2)

Directions:
1) Fold page 2 in half along fold line 1, with writing still showing.
2) Cut along cut line A.
3) With this sheet still folded, fold mouth flaps back and forth along fold lines 2, and crease the folds well.
4) Open this card, and flip page over so this writing is on the back of the card.
5) Push mouth pieces out, and crease them, so the mouth opens and closes when the page is folded.
6) Draw your favourite “thing” around the talking mouth you have created, and color it.

Ideas:
1) You can fold open just the lower part of the mouth, and stick small pictures just behind this part of the mouth.
2) You can glue a piece of paper behind this page, and color it red, so the inside of the talking mouth is red.
**Key:**
- Fold
- Cut
- Pull or push

**Page 2, Talking Mouth Pop-Up Card**

**NOTE:**
If you have trouble with the directions, below, there are illustrated directions for each step, found on page 1.

**Directions:**

1) Fold this sheet in half along fold line 1, with writing still showing.

2) Cut along cut line A.

3) With this sheet still folded, fold mouth flaps back and forth along fold lines 2, and crease the folds well.

4) Open this card, and flip page over so this writing is on the back of the card.

5) Push mouth pieces out, and crease them, so the mouth opens and closes when the page is folded.

6) Draw your favourite “thing” around the talking mouth you have created, and color it.

---

**Ideas:**

1) You can fold open just the lower part of the mouth, and stick small pictures just behind this part of the mouth, so they pop up when you open the card.

2) You can glue a piece of paper behind this page, and color it red, so the inside of the talking mouth is red.